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Ack!  Ava forgot how to unlock her phone, but it  
has a special unlock program.  The program says 
that the unlock code is 4 digits. All the digits are 
different numbers.  The digit in the hundreds place 
is 4 less than the digit in the thousands place.  The 
digit in the thousands place is 1 less than the digit in 
the tens place.
Any number that fits the above rules will work. Can 
you name one number that will work?

Emma has a lot of cones!  She put down one cone 
outside of her house.  She then walked seven 
hundred inches and put down another cone.  She 
kept doing this.  By the time she put down her last 
cone she had walked four thousand two hundred 
inches.  How many cones did she put down?

Anne keeps getting better each time she plays 
ZapIt.  The first game she got 32,013 points, the 
second game she got 36,019 points, and the third 
time she got 40,025 points.  A pattern!  Wow, weird. 
What's your guess for how many points she will get 
in her fourth game?  Why?

Ack!  Erin forgot how to unlock her phone, but it  
has a special unlock program.  The program says 
that the unlock code is 3 digits. All the digits are 
different numbers.  The digit in the tens place is 3 
more than the digit in the hundreds place.  The 
digit in the ones place is 2 more than the digit in 
the tens place.
Any number that fits the above rules will work. Can 
you name one number that will work?
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The ones place is the value of a nickel and a penny.

Write the sum of 5 and 3 in the thousandths place.

The hundreds place is 7.

The thousands place is the missing number from this pattern:
2, ___, 12, 17, 22

The tenths place is the number of sides a octagon has.

The tens place is the number of sides a triangle has.

The hundredths place is the value of a nickel and a penny.

Help!  Your phone is locked.  Use the clues above to unlock it.  Good luck!
Be careful.  This phone is very secure.  It has decimals in the passcode!

, .
is the code to unlock

Double Check The sum of the numbers in your unlock key should be 23.  
Is it?  Show your work to double check that your unlock 
key is correct.

Write the length in centimeters.

cm 1 2 3 4 5 6

You ask Rose for the time. 
She says it is three minutes 
past four.  Write the time on 
your digital clock:

7 6
+ 2 8
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Use any of these digits.  Cross off a digit after you use it.

3 1 7 6
Write the smallest 1-digit number that you can come up with that is less than 0.  Remember 

that -82 is smaller than -8.

Use any of these digits.  Cross off a digit after you use it.

8 6 1 1 0 2
Write the largest 3-digit number that you can come up with that is divisible by 8.

Use any of these digits.  Cross off a digit after you use it.

2 2 7 6
Write the largest 2-digit number that you can come up with that is less than 0.  Remember 

that -1 is larger than -10.

PREVIEW
Join edHelper.com for full access.
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28 ÷  = 7
How many total legs are on 
5 tigers and 2 chickens?

Write the greatest possible 
4-digit number without 
repeating any numbers.

Write the first 8 multiples of 
7.

In the equation 40 x 331 = 
13,240, which number is the 
product?

E,  J,  O,  ,   Y

PREVIEW
Join edHelper.com for full access.
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Put these numbers in order.  Write down each 
comparision you do to figure out the order.
 
   1,101,723
 
                1,101,463
 
                             1,101,693
 
                                          1,101,663
 

Compare these numbers and write something 
about them, such as why they are similar or 
different.
 
   6,091
 
                25,091
 
                             96,091
 

Emily has a lot of cones!  She put down one cone 
outside of her house.  She then walked four 
thousand inches and put down another cone.  She 
kept doing this.  By the time she put down her last 
cone she had walked forty thousand inches.  How 
many cones did she put down?

Ack!  Emma forgot how to unlock her phone, but it  
has a special unlock program.  The program says 
that the unlock code is 5 digits. All the digits are 
different numbers.  The digit in the thousands place 
is 1 less than the digit in the tens place.  The digit in 
the hundreds place is 6 less than the digit in the 
tens place.
Any number that fits the above rules will work. Can 
you name one number that will work?

PREVIEW
Join edHelper.com for full access.
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place thousands hundreds tens ones millions
hundred thousands ten thousands place value standard form
expanded form hundred millions ten millions billions trillions
tenths hundredths

Words can be to the RIGHT, DOWN, LEFT, or UP.  Every letter is used ONCE.
D A H C L A S S M I G H T Y
R I C U U T W I C E O N E S
A R O N S P T R I L L I O N S
W P N D H S H T D E R D N U H
J L S R T S S D N A S U O H T
U A O E N N H F I T P L A C E
S N L D E E O M I L L I O N S
T E E S T T W S N O I L L I BWrite the words found.

BILLIONS MILLIONS

What are 26 tens equal to?
The factors of 10 are 1 2

9 8 + 5 =
If d = 17, then what does d - 
10 equal?

Color 73
100 .

word root tempor can mean time contemporaneously, extemporaneously, temporal

grown

groohn

grawn

gron

PREVIEW
Join edHelper.com for full access.
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place thousands hundreds tens ones millions
hundred thousands ten thousands place value standard form
expanded form hundred millions ten millions billions trillions
tenths hundredths

Write the words into the boxes.
thousands tenths trillions hundredths millions tens ones
hundreds place

Circle the word spelled correctly.  Cross out the misspelled word.

1. placce place 2. thousands thuosends

3. hunreds hundreds 4. tens tes

5. ones onis 6. milloins millions

7. tin thousands ten thousands 8. place value place valeu

9. standard form standrd form 10. tenmillions ten millions

11. billions billoins 12. trillions trilloens

PREVIEW
Join edHelper.com for full access.
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200 less than 846

1,046 631 1,051

646

nine thousand,  six hundred

9,006 960 9,060

9,600

546 = _____ + 40 + 6 The number 302 in word form is three 
hundred two. What is the number 3,020 in 
word form?

thirty thousand,  two hundred

three hundred twenty

three thousand,  twenty

What is ten more than nine thousand,  
sixty-three?

9,073 9,163 19,063

10,063

Five hundred forty in standard form.

540 5 hundreds, 4 tens

500 + 40

1539 = 1000 + 500 + _____ + 9 300 more than 581 is

PREVIEW
Join edHelper.com for full access.
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Show what 5 x 3 looks like by drawing an array.  What is the answer?

The only way that Robot R knows to do something is if you tell R, like this: "Robot R.  In 9 

minutes it will be a quarter to 11:00 a.m.  Please clean the floor at that time."

Any idea what time R will start cleaning the floor?

Anna just got a phone.  The first day she got the phone she played for only 6 minutes.  Not 

sure why she didn't play more than that.  Every day after that, for the next 5 days, she 

doubled how much time she played on her phone.  On day 5 how long did she play on 

her phone?

PREVIEW
Join edHelper.com for full access.
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26145
73583+

Which number completes the number 
pattern?

22,863 , 22,663 , 22,463 , 22,263 , ?

?=

Write 36 in word form. Which number completes the number 
pattern?

41,687 , 41,707 , 41,727 , ? , 41,767

41,737 41,717 41,747

41,627

16874
53181+

Write the numbers in order from least to 
greatest.

163,143 , 936,307 , 57,986

Rewrite the numbers in order from
smallest to largest.

, ,

PREVIEW
Join edHelper.com for full access.
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How would you describe this pattern?

56,814 , 56,834 , 56,854 , 56,874 , 56,894

subtract twenty

add two hundred

subtract two hundred

add twenty

25233
3716-

What is thirteen thousand,  twenty in 
standard form?

13,020 3,300 13,200

13,002

Write 16 in word form.

Compare the numbers. Write >, <, or =.

953 8,903

17,255 16,151

45,066 43,796

Write 16,036 in word form.

PREVIEW
Join edHelper.com for full access.
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15 hundreds - 3 hundreds =  
______hundreds

16 12 11 160

What must be added to 68 to get 70?

6 tens - 3 tens =  ______tens

2 3 7 4
947
893-

93
13-

What is the missing digit?

406
93-
562

9 tens - 2 tens = 7 ______

tens ten one

hundred

What is the missing digit?

7549
157-
3491

PREVIEW
Join edHelper.com for full access.
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Connect coin groups to make 80 cents.  How many groups can you make?

3 nickels 1 quarter 7 dimes

60 pennies 6 dimes 1 nickel

3 nickels 2 nickels 4 dimes

Unscramble these letters to spell a two-digit number with two different digits.

tyeeowtnv-s  

teywsinx-t   (26)

forh-itrtuy   (34)

It was a sunny day in Moab.  Not a cloud was in sight.  In fact, Moab had exactly 7 hours 

of sun for the day.

Sweet Water Village had sunrise at 5:47 a.m. and sunset at 8:21 p.m. and also had a 

completely sunny day.  Amazing!

Which city had more sun for the day?  How much more?

PREVIEW
Join edHelper.com for full access.
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I am a 3-digit number with a 7 in the tens place.  My hundreds digit is less than my ones 

digit.  Write any number that fits this.

I am a 3-digit number with a 5 in the ones place.  My tens digit is greater than my 

hundreds digit.  Write any number that fits this.

I am a 3-digit number greater than 800.  I am divisible by 4.  Write any number that fits 

this.

PREVIEW
Join edHelper.com for full access.
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How much?

$10.20 $5.03 $1.07

$2.20

How much?

Two dollar bills is the same as

4 quarters, 3 dimes, 4 nickels

7 quarters, 2 dimes, 1 nickel

Adam wants to buy a snack for $1.45. Does 
he have enough money?

No, he needs 45¢

No, he needs 25¢ Yes

PREVIEW
Join edHelper.com for full access.
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What are the missing digits?

24
14+
648

Use paper and pencil to answer.

46 + 29 =

Draw a line to match each problem with the same answer.

3 tens + 1 one

30

4 + 8 + 2

14

31

24 ones + 6 ones

What are the missing digits?

38
75+
521

Use paper and pencil to answer.

137 + 133 =

Use paper and pencil to answer.

15 + 42 =

PREVIEW
Join edHelper.com for full access.
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Spin fidget spinner.  Quick! I needed to spin time(s) to finish.

64 ones 31 hundreds 89 ones

73 ones 11 tens 29 hundreds

93 hundreds 56 ones 49 thousands

14 ones 75 tens 85 hundreds

28 ten-thousands 30 ten-thousands 54 tens

67 hundreds 43 hundreds 98 ones

PREVIEW
Join edHelper.com for full access.
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Spin fidget spinner.  Quick! I needed to spin time(s) to finish.

the number ten greater 

than 66

the number ten greater 

than 30

the number ten greater 

than 65

nine tens eight tens the number ten greater 

than 27

the number ten greater 

than 71

two tens seven tens

the number ten greater 

than 12

four tens five tens

the number ten greater 

than 24

six tens the number ten greater 

than 76

PREVIEW
Join edHelper.com for full access.
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Holly works at the garden center.  She counts the petals on each tree.  The tree she is 

currently looking at has 6 petals for each flower.  She counts 7 flowers on the first branch, 

11 flowers on the second branch, and 8 flowers on the third branch.   How many petals 

does this tree have?

Alex never spends the coins he gets.  He has 23 dimes.  But that's nothing!  He has 3 times 

as many nickels as dimes.  How much money does he have in all?

PREVIEW
Join edHelper.com for full access.
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Mrs. Lewis needs to buy 36 cupcakes.  At the mall, two stores sell cupcakes for the same 

price.  Both stores have very tasty cupcakes.  She has a coupon for the first store, 

Cupcakes are Good.  The coupon is $2 off every 4 cupcakes you buy.   Would you believe 

she also has a coupon for the second store, Buy Here?  Her coupon for Buy Here says $3 

off for every 5 cupcakes you buy, So BUY HERE.  Hmmm.  Which store is the better buy?

Sarah collects squishies.  Before she started getting serious about collecting, she only had 9 

of them.  But now she has 29 squishies.  She ordered 6 really big squishies online.  They 

should be delivered next week on her birthday.  And guess what?  Next week on her 

birthday, she invited 5 friends over for a slumber party.  In the invitation she said, "No gifts.  

Just give me 4 squishies."

On the day after her birthday, how many squishies will Sarah have?

G,  L,  I,  ,   K,  N,  

M,  O,  O,  P

Write this number:
6 tens, 8 ones, 2 hundreds, 
7 thousands

Write an odd number.
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Robot 1 said, "I have YYYYYYYY robot cats."

Robot 2 said, "I have YYY robot cats."

Robot cat said, "Each Y stands for two cats.  We have lots of cats!"

How many more cats does Robot 1 have?

Circle the fraction that is greater.

9
16   or  4

8

Now draw both fractions on a number line

to show that your answer is correct:

Holly is 3 years older than Hunter.  Sara is 4 years older than Hunter.  Nathan is 9 years 

younger than Sara.  Nathan is 16 years old.

How old is everyone else?
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